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 Fear can find us in the most surprising place. These days one of places 

where fear is finding more people is in the gadgets, the hardware, the computers, 

and the electronics that we use and carry with us every day. You see, “For the past 

half decade, the technology industry has been racing to build better cameras into 

the hardware we use.”  So we don’t just have cameras in our laptops & 1

smartphones. We even have them in our cars & TV’s. They’re great for staying 

connected with people around us.  

 But we’ve also discovered that they can be used against us. We’ve realized 

that all those cameras connecting us to one another can be be hijacked to monitor 

us, to spy on us, or maybe even target us. It turns out we aren’t just walking around 

with some new technology. We’re also walking around with some new fear. It’s not 

just paranoid people who feel this way. Last month, the director of the FBI himself 

told an audience that he puts a piece of tape over the camera on his laptop because 

he saw somebody smarter than him doing the same thing.  And if that kind of fear 2

can find the director of the FBI when he’s working in his own office, then who 

knows where it can find us too. We live in a world where fear is all around us. 

Sometimes we’re even carrying it in our pocket. Fear can find us in the most 

surprising place.  

 There always comes the risk that any of our development or technology can 
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be used against us. Even people who aren’t jumping on the bandwagon to protect 

themselves from surveillance cameras still acknowledge the real fear. My favorite 

response comes from an “encryption expert at Johns Hopkins University” who 

said, “I have no excuse for not taking this seriously ... but [he said] at the end of 

the day, I figure that [if someone hacks into my computer] seeing me naked would 

be punishment enough” for spying on him. Whether we’re worried about 

surveillance cameras or not, we live in a world where fear is all around us and it 

can find us in the most surprising place. 

 Truth is, it’s always been that way. Long before surveillance cameras there 

were plenty of things to fear; things like:  disease, war, famine, injury, wild 

animals, tsunamis, tidal waves, earthquakes, tornadoes, snakes (politicians) - 

sometimes, even clergy. We’ve always lived in a world surrounded by fear. And 

today in our Gospel we hear a story about one of the most ancient deep-seated 

fears: demons. Those malevolent, disembodied powers or spirits that sometimes 

seem to haunt our world. Today we hear, “As [Jesus] stepped out on land, a man of 

the city who had demons met him. For a long time he had worn no clothes, and he 

did not live in a house but in the tombs…. many times [the demon] had seized him; 

[so] he was kept under guard and bound with chains and shackles, but he would 

break the bonds and be driven by the demon into the wilds,” (Lk. 8:27, 29).  

 One of the common responses to hearing this story is that if that kind of evil 

can find Jesus, well then who knows where it might find us too. And the tragic part 
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is, maybe it will. Because we live in a world where demons may look different 

than we hear about in today's Gospel, but the last week alone - with our nation’s 

largest mass shooting at a gay nightclub (an act of terror & hate), and also another 

teenage homicide in Boston, and also a brazen, public murder of a politician in 

Britain - the last week alone has given us a terrifying reminder that our demons & 

our fears can still find us in the most surprising place. Sometimes they’re with us 

or in front of us and we don’t even know it until it’s too late. 

 The question, is how we respond. How do followers of Jesus respond to a 

world that’s filled with real demons, real evil, & real fear? What do we do? Do we 

simply fight fire with fire? In the Gospel, it sounds like some people tried that with 

the demoniac. We hear the demon-possessed man “was kept under guard & bound 

with with chains.” In other words, they used their strongest restraints to keep him 

locked away. But even that didn’t work. It never does. He just breaks the chains 

and goes running into the wild (naked) & terrifying people all over again. This man 

provoked real fear. And please hear this: there are surely times to resist great evil 

with great force. But as Christians we also remember that great force never simply 

makes evil go away. At best, it’s a temporary restraint. At worst, it just encourages 

more evil that resurfaces (stronger) all over again. 

 When Jesus is surrounded by great evil, what does he do? He doesn’t chain 

the demons or try to restrain the demons. He names the demons. Or better yet, he 

has the demons name themselves. The first thing Jesus does is name evil. Because 
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having the right name for the fear that afflicts us makes all the difference. Until we 

name it, until we name the evil & fear in our world, we don’t really know what 

we’re dealing with or what we’re doing. Until we name the evil & the fear in our 

world we usually just end up responding in all sorts of immature, irrational, or 

unhelpful ways. So first, Jesus names it, Legion. And then after he names it, he 

banishes it. He simply gives a command, and it obeys. [That’s what legions do: 

they follow commands.…] 

 Here’s the bigger picture. Jesus confronts fear with faith. He doesn’t 

confront evil & fear by lashing out or building a wall. He doesn’t buy bigger guns 

or lob grenades. He confronts fear with faith. When he comes face-to-face with a 

living, breathing icon of terror & fear; when he meets a demon, he names it, and 

then he banishes it by responding from the heart of faith.  

 So what does that mean for you & me? It’s one thing for Jesus to confront 

fear with faith - he’s the son of God. It’s another thing to figure out what that 

means for you & me. If we’re following Jesus in world that’s teeming with real 

demons and real fear, how do we confront them and cast them out in Jesus’ name? 

We begin by naming our fears. We begin by naming. What do we really fear? 

Sometimes that’s harder than it seems. Because the public conversation that 

usually follows tragedies like the ones we experienced last week usually focus on 

policy or punishment. How do we stop it? Who do we blame? That may be 

important. But until we actually name the evil & fear in our world, we don’t really 
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know what we’re dealing with or what we’re doing. Until we name it - the fear & 

the evil - any of our policies or any of our punishment usually end up responding 

in all sorts of immature, irrational, or unhelpful ways. 

 If we’re following Jesus we begin by naming. Once we’ve named evil & 

fear, then we banish it - like Jesus - by responding from the heart of our faith. And 

that’s probably going to look a bit different in our world. None of us are probably 

going to send thousands of malevolent spirits rushing into a herd of swine (but let 

me say, if you think you can pull that off, let me know - I want to see). Short of an 

honest to God exorcism, if we’re looking for a constructive picture of Christians 

who banish evil & fear, maybe we don’t focus on casting out spirits. Maybe we 

focus on creating a community of faith. Better yet, we create a community of faith 

in order to cast out evil & fear. That’s the approach Paul takes in his letter to the 

Galatians.  

 Paul has all kinds of things to say about real evil, real terror and real 

demons. And in a world teeming with evil & fear, he tells this community in 

ancient Turkey without reservation that their response to division & fear is building 

a community of faith. He says “in Christ Jesus you are all children of God through 

faith,” (Gal. 3:26). You see, maybe we don’t have power to cast out demons with a 

simple command - but we do have the power, and God help us, also the faith - to 

create a flourishing, loving, and caring community in the midst of any division, 

evil or fear the world can throw our way. By faith, we have the power to reframe 
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any story of terror, with the story of Jesus. Our great act of faith in a world teeming 

with terror & fear is to become a family with all people across any differences that 

are used to separate us. In Christ, we break down any barrier between people that 

could be used as a source of fear. By faith, we commit ourselves to each other as 

brothers & sisters in Jesus’ name. It’s one of the most powerful & practical 

responses to the forces of evil & fear in our world. 

 It doesn’t mean we’ll escape evil, any more than Jesus did. Today Jesus 

demonstrates great power over demons. But remember, today’s Gospel is just the 

middle of the story. He demonstrates great power over evil - but he doesn’t escape 

it. Instead, he embraces the full force of evil with his passion, suffering, and 

crucifixion. If we’re following Jesus that may be how it looks for us too. The good 

news, or Gospel, that we share isn’t about pretending we can escape evil. It’s about 

demonstrating by faith that our commitment to love one another, will outlast the 

world’s evil. Because thanks to the Resurrection of Jesus we believe that in a world 

with real demons, God’s love in Christ will never fail to find us and bring us new 

life. God’s love will find us even in the most difficult or surprising place. Amen.  


